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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ten years after writing "Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore" (JIezuii nee, 

6e2YllIUii KpaeM AtOPJl) Chingiz Aitmatov said that this novella was his favorite.! 
Perhaps this is because it represents the essence of Aitmatov's artistic world 
view. The term "essence" is appropriate here because the setting and the 
characters of the novella are totally removed from the modem world and from 
history itself. Unburdened by the need to relate his artistic goals and 

philosophical interests to any specific socio-political context-a requirement 
made all the more problematic for an author writing within the Soviet literary 
system-Aitmatov was free to develop his favorite themes in a kind of "tabula 
rasa" medium. Thus, it was with absolute directness that the author could face 
questions dominating much of his fiction: the moral soundness of age-old 
values, the need for continuity in social development, the necessity of 
humanity's hannonious coexistence with nature, and the positive ethical value of 
myth. 

It is the last question-myth and mythic consciousness-that will be dealt 
with in this essay. I intend to consider the use of universal mythological 
paradigms as a means of moral affirmation in Aitmatov's tale. The role of myth 
cannot be underestimated in Aitmatov's work. As J. Mozur points out, starting 
with The White Steamship (EeJlblii napoxol\, 1970), Aitmatov demonstrates "a 
conscious effort to present human situations and conflicts on both a realistic and 
a mythical level. .. with the latter structuring and interpreting the action on the 
realistic plane,,2 In a number of works myth allows the author to transcend the 
specific concerns of the day, to go beyond a given concrete historical situation 
and aim at something like the platonic "ideas" or universals. As N.N. 
Shneidman puts it, the use of mythology in Aitmatov's work gives "minor or 
local events universal spiritual and ethical significance,,3 And nowhere is this 

1 R. Porter, Four Russian Contemporary Writers (New York: Berg, 1989) 71. 
2 J.P. Mazur, "Chingiz Aitmatov: Transforming the Esthetics of Socialist 
Realism," World Literature Today 56:3 (1982): 436. See also N.N. Shneidman, Soviet 
Literature in the 1980s (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989) 200. 
3 N.N. Shneidman, Soviet Literature in the 1970s (Toronto: UniVersity of Toronto 
Press, 1979) 36. See also N. Kolesnikoff, "Novellas of Chingiz Aitmatov," Russian 
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more apparent than in "Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore" where myth 
appears not just as an element of the story, but as its organizing principle, its 

artistic basis and its moral foundation.4 

This is a story about a tiny seal-hunting nationality-the Nivkhs or the 

Giliaks-that lives at the mouth of the Amur river, as well as on Sakhalin 
Island, and speaks a paleosiberian language that has no known relatives.' Not 
only are these people extremely remote geographically and linguistically from 
the world of modern Russia to begin with, but "Spotted Dog Running Along the 

Seashore" this remoteness is enhanced by the fact that the action of the story 
takes place at virtually no specific time. The result is the kind of "never-never 
land" effect that normally appears as the stuff of myth and legend.6 The events of 
the story are tragic: an eleven-year-old boy is taken out to sea on a seal-hunting 

trip for the first time-to be initiated into adulthood by his grandfather, father 
and the father's cousin. Their kayak is caught in a thick fog which does not lift 

for days, and the adults end up sacrificing their lives for the sake of the boy's 
survival. The fog engulfs the characters and appears as a powerful symbol of the 
timelessness at the core of the story's mythic and therefore universal essence. To 
quote R. Porter, "as night follows day and the fog refuses to lift, the question of 
eternity asserts itself and history as a teleological process recedes".' This 
ahistorical dimension is essential to understanding the mythic basis of "Spotted 

Dog Running Along the Seashore." 

II. MYTHIC CONSCIOUSNESS 

The difference between mythic consciousness and historical thought is elaborated 
in M. Eliade's classic Le My the de I'etemel retour. Within historical thought 

any given event occurs only once, i.e., it is something unique, and it is part of a 
linear, unidirectional progression in time. The origins of this approach to reality 
are Judeo-Christian in that, beginning with the Old Testament and continuing 

especially in the New Testament's book of Revelation, we find the idea of a 
divine "plot" with a beginning (Creation), a middle (the Fall, the Incarnation) 
and an end (the Second Coming and Last Judgement). According to D. Bethea, 
"with the Judeo-Christian tradition, humanity had 'entered' history (not of course 

Literature and Criticism, ed. E. Bristol (Berkeley: Berkeley Slavic Specialties. 1982) 
107. 
4 Cf. Shneidman, 1970, 41. 
5 D. Crystal, The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1987) 306. 
6 Cf. Mozur 437. 
7 Porter 71. 
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yet history in the modern, secular sense) and that history had a straightforward 
movement and teleological coloring. The human being had also, as we learn in 
Genesis,jallen from privileged status in the Garden of Eden (the Judea-Christian 
'Great Time') into profane time and an imperfect world, and there was no way 

back.,,8 In contrast to this, Eliade argues, the mythic or "archaic" view 
predominating in traditional societies, such as the society in Aitmatov's story, 
places all important actions into a cycle where a transcendental event, e.g., the 
creation of the world, is acted out eternally: "Dans Ie detail de son comportement 
conscient, Ie «primitif», l'homme archarque ne connatt pas d'acte qui n'ait ete 
pose et VeCll anterieurement par un autre, un autre qui n' bait pas un homme. Ce 
qu'H fait a deja he/ait. Sa vie est la repetition ininterrompue de gestes inaugures 
par d'autres.,,9 

The result of this cyclic thinking is the creation of an eternal present, since 
the past is never really removed in time from on-going experience but is instead 
constantly acted out and coexists with the present moment. This is how Eliade 
explains this crucial element of mythic consciousness: 

Un sacrifice, par exemple, non seulement reproduit exactement Ie sacrifice initial 
fevel6 par un dieu ab origine, au commencement des temps, mais encore if a lieu en ce 
meme moment mythique primordial; en d'autres termes, tout sacrifice repete Ie 
sacrifice initial et coi'ncide avec lui. Tous les sacrifices sont accomplis au meme 
instant mythique du commencement [et donc] ... il y a abolition implicite du temps 
profane, de la duree, de l' «histoire», et celui qui reproduit Ie geste exemplaire se 
trouve ainsi transporte dans I'epoque mythique OU a lieu la revelation de ce geste 
exemp!aire (49-50). 

According to Eliade's theory, the ultimate mythic action constantly reenacted in 
the spiritual life of traditional societies is the Creation, i.e., the origin myth. lo 

This reenactment of the creation myth appears to be at the center of Aitmatov's 
story where the events are presented not as unique occurrences but as the 

repetition of two origin myths: the creation of the world by the Loover duck and 
the origin of the Nivkh people from the union of a lame fisherman and a half
human female sea creature. 

8 D. Bethea, The Shape of Apocalypse in Modern Russian Fiction (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1989) 4-5. For the idea of the "divine plot" in narrative 
cf. F. Kermode, The Sense of an Ending (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967). 
9 M. Eliade, Le My the de l'eternel retour (Paris: Gallimard, 1969) 15. Further 
quotations from Eliade's work will note pagination within the text. 
10 I. Strenski, Four Theories of Myth in Twentieth-Century History (London: 
Macmillan Press, !987) 72-73. 
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III. COSMOGONY 

Before the specific setting and characters are introduced, we are presented with a 
myth about the way the world first came into being. The myth is conveyed in 
the characteristic style of oral story-telling, which is very appropriate for this 
subject-matter. This epic style predominates throughout Aitmatov's story: 

Beltb B caMOM HaqaJIe - B H3HaqaJIe HattaJI - 3eMJlli B npupO.lle He 6hlJIO, 

Jill IIhIJlliHOtIKH ,na.>Ke. KpyroM npOCTHpaJIaCb BO.lla, TOJIbKO BO.n;a... A YTKa flYBP, 

,na-Aa, Ta caMaH 05bIKHoneHHaJl KPilKBa-lllHPOKOHOCKa, tITO no cen ,lleHL 

npOHOCHTCH B CTaRX Ha.n: HallIUM" rOJIDBaMH, JIeTaJIa B TY nopy Han: MHPOM O,llHa

O,l{HHerneHbKa, H Her.n;e en 6bIJIO CHeCTH ~o .... H Tor.n.a YTKa J]YBP ceJIa Ha BOAY, 
HaAepraJIa nepheB In eHoeH rpYA" " CBliJIa fHe3,llo. BOT C TorO-TO fHe3Jl:a 
nJIaByqero If HaqaJIa 3eMJUI o6pa30BhlsaTbcH (94-95). II 

After all, right at the start, at the very beginning of time, there was no earth at all, 
not even a tiny speck of dust. Water stretched as far as the eye could see, nothing but 
water. ... Meanwhile the Loover Duck-yes, indeed, the very same, the common 
quacking, duck-billed bird who even today flies above our heads in flocks-used to fly 
all alone above the world in those far off times. And there was nowhere for her lay her 
egg .... Then she settled upon the waves, plucked feathers from her breast and wove a 
nest. And it was from the floating nest that the earth began to take -shape. (229-30) 

Although the point of view shifts in this text between the narrator and the 
characters, there is no sense of any cultural or ideological differences between 
their respective positions.1 2 They all share in the same mythic consciousness, 
and as far as they are concerned, the Loover duck myth is not just a story. This 
Creation myth is integrated into the Nivkh seal-hunters' perception of 
contemporary reality: it is always with them, as they find themselves in the 
middle of the boundless sea. When the boy (Kirisk) and his three companions 
begin their journey, their position is linked with that of Loover duck flying over 
the all-encompassing waters. To them the open ocean is 

BeJIHKaH, HeXO)KeHan:, HeBeAOMan: BOAa Be'-lHOCTH, B03HHKalOllI;an: caMa In ce6n:, 
npe6bIBalOIIJ;an: OT COTsopeHHn: MHpa, eIIJ;e OT Tex BpeMeH, KOr.lla YTKa JIysp c 
KPHKOM HOCHJIaCb B nOHCKax MaJIeHhKOro MeCTelJKa AJUI rHe3.1la.... Mope B.Ilpyr 
paccTynHJIOCb, 3anOJIIUIn: C060H Bce BHllHMoe npOCTpaHCTBO llO caMoro He6a, 
npeBpanlBlllHCh B 6e3pa3lleJIbHYIO, HeorJIH.IlHYIO, ellHHCTseHHYIO CYIIJ;HOCTb MHpa .... 
Ii TO 6WJ1 BeCh cyuvu1: MHp - H HH'-IerO 60JIhllle, HH'-IerO HHOro, KpoMe :noro, KpOMe 
caMoro MOpn:, - HH 3HMhI, IDI JIeTa, HH 6yrpa, HH OBpara (103-104). 

11 All quotations from the original are taken from: Ch. Aitmatov, Roman. Povesti 
(Leningrad, 1982). English translations are from Chingiz Aitmatov, Mother Earth 
and Other Stories. Trans. 1. Riordan (London: Faber and Faber, 1989). Pagination 
from both original and translations are noted in the text. 
12 Cf. Kolesnikoff 107-108. 
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the Great. the uncharted unknown Water of Eternity, appearing out of nothing, 
existing since the world's creation. That was way back in time when the Leever Duck 
had ftO;."'ll squawking in search of a fist-sized patch of land to lay her egg .. , the sea had 
suddenly filled all visible space right up to the sky. turning the world into an 
undivided, unembraceable, single mass .. " This was the living world, nothing 
besides, nothing else but sea. No winter or summer, no hills or ravines. (238-239) 

This kind of primordial empty space within mythic consciousness, 
according to Eliade, is connected to an archetype of time hefore time: " ... les 
regions desertiques habitees par des monstres, les territoires incultes, les mefS 
inconnues au aueun navigateur n'a ase s'aventurer. .. sont assimiles au Chaos; 
elles participent encore de la modalite indifferenciee infonne, d'avant la Creation" 
(20). The point is that mythic consciousness brings this primordial chaos and 
the no-man's-land in question together into a single entity: they coexist in time 
and space. And as the events of Aitmatov's story unfold, as the four characters 
drift in the fog and cannot find their way to land, we constantly have the feeling 
that this is not merely an isolated event. Instead, they are acting out their 
creation myth and are very much aware of this "eternal return." As V. Turbin 
puts it, "Cosmogony in the tale is all-penetrating: whatever is being narrated, 
the events will link up with the days when the world was created.,,13 Thus, as 
the perception of the fog by the protagonists suggests, the four lost hunters and 
their kayak appear as an analogue of the Loover duck moving over nothingness: 
Ka3aJIOCb, l.JTO Hel-ITO HeBoo6pa3HMo 1..Jy,uOBHln;Hoe, KaKaa-TO HHajJ 

cymHOCTb. He3eMHaJI, J];bIllIarn;aH npOM03fJIOH BJIa1KHOCTblO, nor JIOTl'lJIa 

BeCb 6eJIblH CBeT - H 3eMJIIO, H He60, H Mope ... (136)/ "It seemed that some 
incredible monster, some alien, unearthly being, breathing dank vapours, had 
swallowed the whole world, lock, stock and barrel-earth, sky and sea" (272). 
The entire world has been swallowed up and projected back into its pre-Creation 
state: just as it was before the Loover duck had made land. Furthermore, the 
transcendental link with the mythic state is suggested by the fact that the hunters 
see the fog as "some alien, unearthly being." 

The ultimate reenactment of the creation myth takes place in Kirisk's dream, 
as he becomes delirious from thirst after many days in the fog. This is the most 
direct evidence of Eliade's concept of eternal return in the story and clearly 
indicative of mythic (as opposed to historical) consciousness: 

CHHJIOCb KHPHCKY, l.JTO ou llIeJI nelllKOM no MOpro .... M 3eMJIU He BHARO 6hIJIO 

HHf.lle, Jill B KaKOU CTopoHe.... 11 1)'T OH yBHAeJI JIeTalOll\YIO HaJJ; HUM nnrn;y. To 

I3 V. Turbin, "Za drugi 5voia," Novyi mir 8 (1977): 250. The translation is mine
V.T. 
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6hIJIa YTKa JIYEp. QHa C KPHKOM HOCHJ1aCh Hall MopeM B nOHCKax MeCTa ./lJUI rne3n:a. 

«YTKa JIYBP!» 06paTUJlC.H K HeM KUpHCK. «r.ue 3eMJUI, B KaKoH cTopoHe, MHe 
X01.JeTC.H nUTh!» «3eMJIU eIl.\e HeT H3 cBeTe, H"rAe HeT!» OTBe1.JaJIa YTKa flYBp. 
«KpyroM TOJIhKO BOJIHLI» (150-151). 

Kirisk dreamt that he was walking on water .. " And he couldn't see land anywhere, in 
any direction .... Then, all at once, he saw a bird flying above him. It was the Loaver 
Duck. She was flying over the sea squawking, in search of a nesting place. "Loaver 
Duck," called Kirisk. "Where is land, in which direction, I'm so thirsty?" "There is no 
land in the world yet, nowhere at all," she replied. "Only waves everywhere" (286-
287). 

The boy shares and repeats the creation experience. and his dream suins up the 

position of all four hunters in the kayak. His mythic consciousness is so much 
part of him that he even dreams myth. In this connection it is illuminating to 
turn to Eliade's idea that "chez les «primitifs»". n'importe quelle action 
humaine acquiert son efficacite dans la mesure ou elle repete exactement une 
action accomplie au commencement des temps par un dieu, un heros ou un 
ancelre" (34-35). The awareness of such repetition makes virtually any action 
sacred, and Eliade points out that especially goal-oriented activities, such as 

hunting, tend to acquire sacred status in traditional societies with a strong mythic 
consciousness (41). He cites the example of Melanesian fishennen who, as they 
set out to sea, feel that they actually "become" the hero Aori and are projected 
into Aori's mythic time (50). Thus, as is indicated by the mind-set of the four 
seal hunters in Aitmatov's story, their entire trip appears as a sacred undertaking 
and part of a never-ending cycle. 

IV. ANTHROPOGONY 

The other major origin myth consecrating the action "Spotted Dog Running 
Along the Seashore" is the story of how the Nivkh people originated. This too 
is a creation myth, for, as J. Puhvel points out, "in deeper historical 
perspective... creation myth has often been transmuted or transposed to 
foundation legend, and man's ongm to stories of specific ancestral 
beginnings.,,14 Such an ancestral beginning is the myth of the Seal Woman: the 

Great Mother of all the Nivkhs. We are told that a lonely lame fisherman one 
day cast his line into the sea and caught a creature that was half-woman, half
seal. When he lifted her into his boat, she drew him toward her and they had a 
sexual encounter. Then she jumped back into the sea, and he never saw her 

14 1. Puhvel, Comparative Mythology (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1988) 22. 
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again. Nine months later he found a baby boy on the shore: this was the fruit of 
their love and the first Nivkh (Aitmatov, 109-111). This myth dominates the 
thinking of Organ, Kirisk's grandfather, who has the most prominent mythic 
consciousness of the four hunters. Organ keeps dreaming of acting out the lame 
fisherman's sexual union with the Seal Woman: BCRKI1H pa3 3TOT COH 

OCTaBJIRJJ OWeJIOMJlHIOmee, AOJIrO He npoxo,lJ..Hll.I,ee OlllymeHHe y OpraHa. 
Ou sepl1JI B Hero HaCTOJIbKO, LITO HHKOM)'. Hli OAHOH AYllle Ha CBeTe He 

paCCKa3blBaJI 0 CBOIiX CHOBH/lemUIX C PbI6oti-)I(eHll.I,HHOH, KaK He CTaJ1 6b1 

paCCKa3bIBaTb KOhl)' 6bI TO Hll 6bIJIO 0 not\o6HbIX c.nyqaJlx B 06bP-mm1: 

)IUl3HH (111)! "Each time the dream left Organn stunned, with a lingering 
sensation of reality. He believed in it so intensely that he would never tell 
anyone, not a soul, about his encounter with the Seal Woman, just as he would 
never tell a soul about similar experiences in normal life" (247).15 Thus, to 
Organ this dream is part of reality, which is evident from his motivation for 
keeping it secret: it is a private intimate act. He repeats the anthropogonic myth 
with as much conviction as Kirisk acts out the cosmo gonic myth of the Loover 
duck. 

However, in Organ's dream each time something prevents the final sexual 
act from taking place. For example, as Organ imagines that he has finally 
brought the Seal Woman on land and can now satisfy his "mythosexual" desire, 
we learn that PbI6a-1KeHIIVfHa YMOJIRJIa era, B CJ1e3aX 3aKJUfHaJIa, LJTo6bl ou 
OTHec ee o6paTHo B Mope, Ha BOJUO. aHa 3aAbIXaJIaCh, OHa YMHpaJIa, aHa He 

MOrJ1a .mo6HTb era SHe MOpR ... OU He BbI,lJ,ep)KI1BaJI. TIoBOpal.Il1Ban Ha3a,lJ" 

men Qepe3 OTMe.nb K MOPIO, IIorpY)f(aHCb Bce rny6)Ke II rny6)Ke B BO,lJ,Y, H 

31\OCb OCTOPO:>KHO BbmycKaJl ee H3 061,JlTHH (lIS)! "She, the Seal Woman, 
was all the while entreating him, begging him through her tears to return her to 
the sea, to freedom. She was choking, dying, she could not love him apart from 
the great sea ... he could bear it no longer. Turning back, he crossed the sandbank 
to the sea, plunging ever deeper into the water, and then gently let her down" 
(251). The unrequited longing which appears as a key element of Organ's mythic 

15 V. Ponomareff points out that the female figure is very important in Aitmatov's 
fiction in general, and in some works the author "metaphorizes the female figure into 
animal forms, a device which gives his work a further mythical and symbolic 
dimension" (V. Ponmareff, "A Poetic Vision in Conflict: Chingiz Aitmatov's 
Fiction," in Russian Literature and Criticism, ed. Bristol, 159). Thus, the Seal 
Woman in this story is analogous to the Homed Deer-Mother from The White 
Steamship: both are progenitors of the tribe, Le., Goddess figures. Both are presented 
in the framework of an old man's spiritual life, since the two mythic creatures are 
constantly on the mind of the young hero's grandfather in "Spotted Dog Running 
Along the Seashore" and in The White Steamship. 
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dream is also part of the "eternal return" in Aitmatov'g story. This is because the 
mythical lame lishennan, we are told, spent the rest of his life pining for the 
Seal Woman and expressed his longing in a song which is sung by the Nivkhs 
on holidays. And it is this unattainabilify of the Seal Woman that Organ keeps 

acting out all his life, never able to consummate his mythic "marriage." 
The profound symbolism of the Seal Woman's unattainability is made clear 

by Organ's perception of his imminent death after many days in the fog. When 

he decides to throw himself overboard in order to leave more water for the others, 
he feels that now he is about to act out the fertility-based nucleus of the myth. 
This is what Organ says to his son Emrain who is trying to talk the old hunter 

out of the suicide: HeT, He eMory )KllaTb. Pa3Be He BHJJ;Hlllb? CHJ1 He XBaTl1T. 

XOPOllI8JI co6aKa nO.lJ.blXaeT B cTopoHe OT rna3 . .5.[ caM. 51 6bIn BeJUlKHM 
qeJIOBeKoM! 3TO 11 3H8lO. MHe Bcen~a CHHJIaCb PbI6a-xeHllvma. Te6e 
'Taro He nOH1!Tb ... ~ XOqy TYlla ... (149)1 "No, I can't wait. Don't you see? I 
haven't the strength. A good dog always trots off to die. Same with me. I used 
to be a great man. That I know. I always dreamt of the Seal Woman. You 

wouldn't understand ... That's where I want to go ... " (285). This symbolizes the 
irreconcilability of humans and the sea. They need the sea for sustenance but 
cannot progress past its surface: in order to unite with the sea (Seal Woman), 
they have to drown, and Organ sees the eventual drowning of Nivkh hunters as 
inevitable (Aitrnatov, 97).'6 

The difficult relationship between humans and the sea is a major theme 

"Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore," and it acts as a link between the 
two origin myths discussed so far. We are told that as soon as the Loover duck 
created land in the middle of the endless ocean, water and land began to battle 
each other and have been locked in battle ever since. Thus, the cosmogonic act 
generates the first conflict. The land-water struggle appears as the mythic proto· 
conflict constantly acted out by the two elements and truly epitomizing Eliade's 
notion of "eternal return." It represents the cyclic essence of mythic 
consciousness among the Nivkhs, and all other conflicts, including the human 
drama in Aitmatov's story, seem to be a function of this primal battle: )];a 

TOJlbKO eCJIH 6 3HaJIa YTKa JIYBP, K8K Tpy.n.HO CT8HeT H8 6enoM CBeTe c 
nORBJIeHHeM TBepAH Cpell,H CflJIOlllHOrO u:apCTBa BOllb!. BeJl.b C Tex nop 

6blOTCH Mope npoTHB CYUlH, cyrna npoTlfB MOpH. A qeJIOBeKY lIO,lllJ:aC 

npHXOAHTClI Dl.JeHb Tyro Me)Kny HHMH - Me)l{llY cywe" H MopeM, Me)l{AY 

MopeM Ii cywe". He JII06HT ero Mope 3a TO, qTO K 3eMJIe OH 60JIbWe 

npHBJl33H (95)1 ''If only the Loover Duck had known how difficult life would 

16 Cf. V. Novikov, "Khudozhestvennyi poisk," Novy mir 12 (1978): 261. 
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become with the appearance of dry land amidst the boundless realm of the sea. 
The sea could find no peace once land came into the world. It has been beating 
against dry land ever since; and land has been beating against the sea. Men 
sometimes find it hard to live between them, between land and sea, between sea 
and land. Sea does not like man for being bound to earth" (230). What we have 
here is a metaphysical explanation of the dangers faced by people making their 
living in an element (the sea) that always threatens to engulf them. Thus, the 
cosmogonic act of the Loover duck generates the land-water conflict, which leads 
to the antagonism between humans and water, which in turn accounts for the 
unattainability of the Seal Woman and the price that has to be paid for union 
with the aqueous Goddess.17 An outsider not endowed with mythic 
consciousness would sum it all up prosaically: fishing and seal-hunting are a 
dangerous business. 

v. MOTHER-BRIDE-GODDESS 

The nature of the Seal Woman's relationship with the Nivkh people and Organ's 
sexual longing for this creature are seemingly paradoxic. The song passed on by 
the mythic lame fisherman to his descendants combines two incompatible 
elements in the perception of the Seal Woman: she is a mother-figure and a bride 
at the same time: 

rae ThI nJIaBaelllb, Be.miKaJl PbI6a-)I{eH~HHa? / THoe )l(apKOe lIpeBO - 3alfM"aeT 

)KJf3Hh. / Thoe )KapKoe qpeso Hac nopollHJIO Y MOPH, / THoe )l(apKOe qpeso -
JIy1.!lllee MeCTO Ha CBeTe.... ThOH 6eJlhle rpYAH KaK HepnHlfhH rOJIOBhI, / Too" 
6eJIhle rpYJlH BCKOPMUJIU Hac y MOPJl,... CaMbIl1 CHJIbHhIl1: My)Kt.nma K Te6e 

nonJIhIBeT, / tlTo6w qpeso THoe paC~BeJIO, I YT06hI POll TBOH Ha 3eMJIe 
YMHO)[{aJICH ... (Ill). 

Where do you swim to, Great Seal Woman? I Your warm belly is the beginning of life, 
I Your warm belly begat us in the sea, / Your warm belly is the best place on earth ... / 
Your white breasts are like two seal heads, I Your white breasts fed us in the sea, ... I 
OUf strongest man will come to you, I To make your belly grow, I And multiply your 
tribe on land (235). 

This intensely sexual perception of the Mother is not just part of Organ's 
personal desire to possess the Seal Woman: it is something like the Nivkh 
national anthem, for this song is sung on important occasions. Therefore, the 
song sums up the entire people's mythic urge and clearly demonstrates Eliade's 
principle of "eternal return": the song calls upon the strongest man to reenact the 
primal anthropogonic union. There is no past: only recurring mother-bride 

17 Cf. Mazur 437. 
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cycles. Therefore, Organ's death is endowed with profound meaning and can be 
viewed as a positive event, for as he dies, he is about to heed the call of the 
song. As Eliade points. out, "dans Ie cadre d'une telle existence, que pOllvaient 
bien signifier la «souffrance «et la «douleuf»? En aucun cas une experience 
denuee de sens que l'homme ne peut que «supportef» ... De quelque nature qU'elle 
filt et quelle qu'en filt la cause apparente, sa souffrance avait un sens" (114). 

It was stated earlier that the relationship between the Nivkh people and the 
Seal Woman is only seemingly paradoxic. Actually, in the framework of mythic 
consciousness the Seal Woman's bride-mother characteristics do not really 
amount to a contradiction. In his study of the mythic quest paradigm among a 
multitude of traditional cultures J. Campbell argues that the bride-mother 
combination is classic when it comes to the perception of the Queen Goddess of 
the World: 

She is the paragon of all paragons of beauty, the reply to all desire. the bliss
bestowing goal of every hero's earthly and unearthly quest. She is mother, sister, 
mistress, bride. Whatever in the world has lured, whatever has seemed to promise joy, 
has been premonitory of her existence--in the deep of sleep. if not in the cities and 
forests of the world. For she is the incarnation of the promise of perfection; the 
soul's assurance that, at the conclusion of its exile in a world of organized 
inadequacies, the bliss that once was known will be known again: the comforting, the 
nourishing, the "good" mother--young and beautiful--who was known to us, and even 
tasted, in the remotest past. Time sealed her away, yet she is dwelling still, like one 
who sleeps in timelessness, at the bottom of the timeless sea. 18 

Thus, in Aitmatov's story, the role of the Seal Woman sleeping "at the bottom 
of the timeless sea" falls into place as part of an ancient mythic paradigm found 
in many traditional cultures of the world. And this applies to the meaningfulness 
of Organ's death as part of the bride-mother cycle. To quote Campbell, the 
goddess "is also the death of everything that dies. The whole round of existence 
is accomplished within her sway, from birth, through adolescence, maturity, and 
senescence, to the grave. She is the womb and the tomb: the sow that eats her 
farrow" (114). In this context Organ's death is not a terminal act: his drowning 
is Iife19 

18 1. Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1973) 110-111. 
19 Cf. Shneidman, 1970$ 42. 
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VI. MONO MYTH 

Campbell's discussion of the Goddess appears in the context of a larger analysis 
of the paradigmatic hero's mythic quest. This is especially fruitful if we consider 
the experience of Organ's grandson Kirisk. The action of "Spotted Dog Running 
Along the Seashore" has to do with a fundamental element in traditional society: 
the rites of passage. This event in the life a young person constitutes hislher 
initiation into the world of adulthood and the severing of hislher link with the 
world of childhood. This is precisely what happens to Kirisk, and since the 
action of the story is inseparable from the mythic consciousness of the Nivkh 
people, Campbell's idea of the monomyth can be used to account for the young 
hero's experience. Campbell argues that the rites of passage constitute the acting 
out of the initiate's transformation process: s/he is considered dead to the past 
and reborn in a new guise, i.e., slbe is perceived as a new person after the 
initiation.'o Campbell's monomyth implies that mythic lore and actual rites of 
passage become one entity, i.e., every initiate reenacts the universal mythic 
paradigm, while the basic mythology of countless cultures echoes the initiation 

process: 

The standard path of the mythological adventure of the hero is a magnification of the 
formula represented in the rites of passage: separation-initiation-return: which 
might be named the nuclear unit of the monomyth. A hero ventures forth from the 
world of common day into a region of supernatural wonder: fabulous forces are there 
encountered and a decisive victory is won: the hero comes back from this mysterious 
adventure with the power to bestow boons on his fellow man.21 

This three-stage process is observed in the case of Kirisk who leaves the 
world of everyday life on land in his native village, ventures into the no-man's
land of the treacherous ocean, engages in a life-and-death struggle with the 
elements, "dies" as a child and is finally reborn as an adult. 

As the story begins, we learn that this is Kirisk's first encounter with the 
open sea, and we are made aware that the four hunters are not setting out on just 
another hunting trip. This voyage is meant to transform the boy, to change his 
very essence and not merely to demonstrate to him the skills of the trade: 

06 3TOM Bce 3HaJlH, Bce nOCeJIeHHe KJIaHa Phl6hl-)KeHll~HHbI Y conKH neroro nca 

3HaJIO, liTO CerOltHJlllIHHH BbIXO.ll H nJIaBaHHe npeunpHHHMaJlCJl pa..nH Hero, KHpHCKa, 

6yltYIl.\ero lt06bITlIHKa H KOpMHJIbL\a. TaK 3aBeJleHO: Ka)KJlblU, KTO pO)KJlaeTCJI 

MY)l{lIHHOU, 06J13aH no6pnaTbcJI C MopeM C MaJIOJIeTCTBa ... [KHpHCKY] npeJlCTOJlJIO 

OTHhlHe H HaBcerua n03HaTbCJI C MopeM, OTHbIHe H HaBCer.lla H B JlHH YJlall H HeY.llall 

(97-98). 

20 Campbell 10. 
21 Campbell 30. 
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Everyone knew, The entire settlement of the Seal Woman's clan of Spotted Dog Hill, 
they knew the three men had put to sea for his sake, for Kirisk the future hunter and 
provider, Thus it was decreed: all who were born male had to fraternize with the sea 
from an early age ... [Kirisk'sJ lot was to be a sea hunter now and forever, on good 
days and bad (232-233), 

The repetition of "oTHhIHe H HaBcerua" makes it clear that something is 
about to change in Kirisk, that he is about to leave a part of himself on land, 
This would correspond to Campbell's separation stage of the monomyth within 
the rites of passage paradigm where the hero leaves the familiar world, Kirisk's 

familiar world before the hunting trip is the realm of childhood, play and 
especially women, It is made clear that before the fateful voyage Kirisk has little 

contact with the world of men: he spends his time with other children, his 
mother and his aunt. And so Kirisk's separation is presented as first and foremost 
the initiation into the world of men, The crossing of the barrier from the female 
realm to the male realm during the rites of passage is typical in traditional 

societies, and Campbell provides an example from the culture of Australian 
aborigines: "", one of the principal features of the ordeal of initiation (by which 
the boy at puberty is cut away from the mother and inducted into the society and 
secret lore of the men) is the rite of circumcision,,,22 Campbell goes on to 

describe the way the boys run to their mothers when told that the "Great Father 
snake smells their foreskin" but are finally forced to submit and are taken away 

by the men who perform the circumcision, thereby cutting the initiate away 
from the female world, 

Once the separation stage has taken place. Kirisk enters the most important 
part of the monomyth paradigm: the initiation, The sea appears as the magical 

testing ground, the no-man's-land away from the ordinary world that Campbell 
describes as the nucleus of the hero's triadic quest: ''The adventure [in the 
initiation stage-V,T,j is always and everywhere a passage beyond the veil of 
the known into the unknown,,,23 Even before the appearance of the fog, Kirisk 

perceives the sea as a dangerous. mysterious place-almost a living force: no 
Mepe Toro KaK ynanRJ1HCb OHH OT 3eMJIH, oco6eHHO nOCJIe Toro, KaK IIen-IH 

nec 8Apyr CKPblJICR M3 r J1a3 3a B3rop6HBllIeHCR lIepHOTOH BOAhI, OH CTaJI 

YJIaBJIHBaTb HeKYro CMYTHYro onaCHOCTb, McxonR~ro OT MOpR ... B TOM, 

l..JTO Mope 3aCTaBJIHJIO nOCTORHHO AYMaTb 0 ce6e, TaHJIOCb Hell TO 

HeBelloMoe, HaCTOHQHBOe, BJIaCTHOe", (104-105)/ ''The further away from 
land they were, especially after Spotted Dog had disappeared behind a towering 

22 Campbell 10-11. 
23 Campbell 82, 
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blackness of water, he began to sense a certain vague menace from the sea ... [It 

disturbed him] that the sea made him constantly think of it, that it harboured 
something unknown, insidious, powerful" (240). And of course the arrival of the 
fog transfonns the sea into an even more menacing and mysterious testing 
ground for the hero: [TYMaH] npH6JIlDKaJICR, KaK "'HBoe cYLL\eCTBO, KaK 
LfY.l1.0BHllI.e, I1MelOllI.ee HerrpeMeHHoH lI,eJIblO 3axsaTHTb, narJlOTHTb HX 

BMeCTe C JIO.ll.KOH, BMeCTe co seeM BHJl.HMhIM Ii: HeSH.llHMhIM MHpOM (128-
129)1 "[The fog] was sliding forward like a living being, like a grey giant set on 

pouncing on and devouring them, along with their boat, along with the entire 
visible and invisible world" (265). This perception of the fog evokes Campbell's 
idea of the threshold monster/guardian who normaBy watches over the entrance 
to the no-man's-land and threatens the hero of the monomyth.24 And once within 
the "clutches" of the fog, Kirisk is truly cut away from the old familiar world of 

everyday reality: Cpa3Y, B MrHoseHHe OKa, OHH nonanH 113 OAHoro MHpa Ii 
IIpyroH. Bce HC'le3JIO. (129)1 "In the twinkling of an eye they had passed from 
one world to the next. Everything vanished" (265). This is a variation of the 

classic mythic descent into the underworld that is so instrumental, as Campbell 
argues, in the hero's transformation. 

This transformation takes place with the help of Kirisk's three adult 

companions. They teach him not only the skills of navigation, but what is most 
important, they show him the path toward spiritual strength. And they do this 
by sacrificing their lives, thereby demonstrating the full potential of the human 
spirit. However, even before this happens, it is possible to see how Kirisk is 
changing, breaking away from childish egocentricity and becoming a responsible 
adult. Soon after the appearance of the fog Organ refuses to drink his share of the 
water, wishing to increase his companions' chances of survival. He offers his 
water to Kirisk, and the little boy makes his first step toward adulthood by 
taking heed of the old man's example: he refuses to drink. Even when all tluee 
adults urge Kirisk to drink, he turns down the life-saving water. The boy finally 
accepts it only after his grandfather insists yet again and pleads with Kirisk. This 
trial by water is extremely important in the hero's transformation process, and 
this is stressed, since the scene is structured architectonically as a temptation: 
'neA', CKa3aJI eMY MbIJIrYH. 'new,' CKa3ilJl eMY 3MpaJ:hm. 'TIei1:,' CKa3aJI 
eMY OpraH. (139)1 "'Drink,' Mylgun said to him. 'Drink,' said his father. 
'Drink,' said old Organn." (275) 

As their supplies of water shrink, each man, starting with Organ, eventually 
jumps into the sea and drowns. Kirisk is devastated, but this is the ultimate 

24 Campbell 78, 82. 
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means of his spiritual transformation. Furthermore, he himself undergoes terrible 

suffering from thirst and exhaustion: Ou nOnOJI3 Ha KOJIeHJlX Ii OCTaHOBMJICR 

OT YCTaJIOCTM. KMPHCK nOHHMaJI, 1.J:TO CKOPO He CMO)KeT H ll.BMraTbCR. Ou 
no,uHec K JIHllY PYKY Ii Y1KaCHYJIC.H: pYKa era YTOH1.J:HJIaCb, YMeHbWMJIaCh, 

KaK ccoXlllaRcR lllKypKa 6YPYHIlY'IKa. (166)/ "He crawled on hands and knees 
and had to keep pausing from fatigue. Kirisk realized it would not be long before 

he could not move. As he raised his hand to his face he was appalled to feel how 
thin it had become and how the skin was all shrivelled up like a chipmunk's 
pelt" (303). All this corresponds to Campbell's and Eliade's idea that during the 
initiation stage the hero/initiate undergoes a symbolic death, in order to be 

reborn a new person.25 And indeed, once this experience is over, Kirisk is no 
longer a child: he has acquired a new identity. His whole world has been 

destroyed and replaced with a new one. Now the return stage of Campbell's 
monomyth is about to begin: Kirisk catches sight of land and realizes that he is 
about to reenter the ordinary realm where he has left his old infantile self behind. 
The boy's transformation is marked by the fact that he composes a song-a song 

symbolizing his new adult identity: nemH nec, 6erYll\HH KpaeM MOPR, / }I K 
Te6e B03BpaI.l.\a1OCb OJJ:HH - ! Ee3 aTKbI1.J:Xa OpraHa. / Ee3 OTl\a 3MpaHHHa, / 

Ee3 aKH-MbIJIrYHa, / fAe OHM, Thl crrpOCH Y MeHR, / Ho CHa'l.faJIa AaH MHe 

HanHTbCH BOllbl ... KHPHCK nOHRJI, qTO 3TO Ii eCTb Hal.JaJIbHbIe conoRa era 

HMeHHoH neCHH, c KOTOPO" eMY .>KHTb 110 KOHl1a IIHe"". (171)1 "Spotted Dog 
running along the seashore, / I am coming home alone - / No Atkich Organn, / 

No Aki-Mylgun, / No father. / Where are they, you ask? / I shall tell you: let 
me first take a drink. Kirisk realized that these were the first words of his song 
that would accompany him to the end of his days" (308-309). No return to 
childhood is possible at this point, and the monomyth paradigm is complete. 

VII. THE "HAPPY" ENDING 

The story ends the way it begins: with a reference to the eternal struggle between 
the land and the sea resulting from the Loover duck's cosmogonic act. Thus, the 
mythic circle, the "eternal return" frames all the events of the monomyth, 
turning the structure of "Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore" into a self
referential cycle. As a result, the story's form and content appear as a 
harmonious whole resting on the same mythological basis that is 

simultaneously tragic and hopeful. The tragic nature of Aitmatov's story can be 
related to its mythic essence, for, as Campbell argues, the tragic ending is a 
normal part of mythology: ''The happy ending is justly scorned as a 

25 Campbell 15; Eliade 98. 
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misrepresentation; for the world, as we know it, as we have seen it, yields but 

one ending: death, disintegration, dismemberment, and the crucifixion of our 
heart with the passing of the forms that we have loved.,,26 However, myth and 
myth-related action, by their cyclic nature cannot be tragic in the existentialist 

sense. There is always the promise of renewal, and this is a strong theme in 
Aitmatov's story. 

The renewal that obliterates the tragedy of the story's ending is the cycle of 

generations. The three men who sacrifice their lives for Kirisk, especially his 
father and grandfather, are all genetically related to the boy: he carries a part of 
them within himself. Thus, this kinship tie is a blood-line of hope whereby the 
three hunters continue to live through Kirisk. In fact, if they did not sacrifice 

themselves, the drinking water would not last long enough for the fog to lift, 
i.e., Kirisk would die of thirst along with the others. And so, by not drowning 
themselves and staying in the boat, the men would actually be killing 
themselves genetically, i.e., they would not allow the cycle to continue. This 
reasoning constitutes Emrain's epiphany as he contemplates his suicide while 

Kirisk sleeps next to him: 

MbIcneHHO ou npoII..I:aJICH C CbIHOM, H, qeM IlOJIbllIe np0I.l\aJICH, TeM TpYJlHee, TeM 

MYllHTeJIbHee 6blJIO nO.llHHTLCJI H8 nocnellHHM mar. 3TOM HOllLIO ou nOHHJJ, liTO, 

OKa3bIBaeTCH, BeR era npe.llbIIlYI.l\aa )KJf3Hh 6LIJla npeATeQel1 HblHeUlHeH HOl.lH. llJIH 
TOro OU H PO.llHJlCH " AJI.H TOro OH yMHpaJI, QTo6bI In nOCnell"UX cun npO,llJIHTh ce6.H 

B CbIHe. 3MpaUH" cOBeprnaJI IlJIH ceGa OTKpbITHe - BelD )KJf3Hh ou 6hIJI TeM, KTO rn 
eCTh, 1-{T06hI no nocne,UHero BAoxa np0.llJIUTb ce6J1 B CbIHe (162). 

Mentally he was saying farewell to his son, and the more he dragged it out the harder 
and more painful it was to take the final step. That night he felt that all his former life 
had evidently been a precursor to the present night. That was the reason for his birth, 
that was the reason for his death, so that he could renew himself through his last 
strength in his son. It was of that he was thinking at the moment he silently bade 
farewell to his son. Emrayin had made a discovery: all his life he had been himself in 
order to renew himself, up to his last breath, in his son (299). 

Kirisk also realizes this, as he sees his father for the last time: ... Tenepb OH 
npHXOJJ;HJI K nOHHMaHlUO, qTO OTel\ - 3TO OH caM, 3TO ero Haqa.no, a OH 

npoAOJDKeHHe OTlla. (161)/ "Now it dawned on him that his father was actually 
himself; he was his beginning, and he, Kirisk was the continuation of his father" 
(298). And once the initiation stage is over, i.e., once Kirisk is transfonned into 

an adult, he consecrates the genetic cycle in a ritualistic fashion. The boy gives 
Emrain's name to the star that guides him toward shore, Organ's name to the 

26 Campbell 26-26. 
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wind that pushes his kayak out of the dangerous no-man's-land into the familiar 
world and Mylgun's name to the waves that carry the new hunter to safety. 
Thus, the immortality of the three men is symbolically enacted: they become as 
immortal as the elements.'? And this is integrated into all the other cycles of the 
story in the conclusion: IIIYMeJI HaJ]. MopeM BeTep OpraH, KanlJUfCb no 
MOPIO BOJIHbI aKHMbIJIrYHli, H CHRJIa Ha KpalO CBeT JIelOI.IJ;ero He6oCKJIOHa 

JIY'mcTaJl 3se3Aa 3Mpa'i1ma .... Ell1e O/lMH AeHb HacTynan ... (171)1 "Organn's 
breeze roared across the sea. Aki-Mylgun's waves rolled over the ocean. 
Emrayin's radiant Star shone at the lip of the brightening horizon. Another day 
was dawning" (309). V. Levchenko places this event into his discussion of the 
universality of the moral values in this tale. He argues that this universality is 
stressed by the transformation of the three men into the elements: the most 
universal of all entitities. 

Eliade points out that mythic consciousness allows humanity to avoid 
irreversibility: "Tout recommence a son debut a chaque instant. Le passe n'est 
que la prefiguration du futuro Aueun evenement n'est irreversible et aucune 
transformation n'est definitive" (108). Thus, death is abolished as a terminal act 
in "Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore," which means that the term 
tragic cannot really apply to the mythic plane of Aitmatov's story in the usual 
sense. The modem usage of the word tragic is indicative of historical 
consciousness, i.e., a linear (non-cyclic) view of events, because tragedy implies 
irreversibility. This is impossible by definition in the framework of mythic 
consciousness. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

D. A. Leeming sums up the implications of Campbell's monomyth theory in 
the following manner: "To understand the monomyth-to relate to it 
meaningfully-is to create a mythic consciousness and by so doing to rejoin the 
real forces from which our modem age of reason and technocracy has done so 
much to remove us.,,28 The implications of Aitmatov's story appear to be the 
same. In this novella, as well as a number of other works (e.g., White 
Steamship, Farewell Gulsary (llpoll1ail, rYJIbCapbI!, 1966) Aitmatov keeps 
coming back to the idea that the technological and technocratic age is 
undermining a whole system of age-old values by losing touch with nature and 

27 ' V. Levchenko points out that such transformations are found among various 
traditional -cultures. e.g. the Australian Aborigines and North American Indians. V. 
Levchenko, "Chetvero v okeane vechnosti," Literaturnaia gazeta, 12 April 1978: 4, 
28 D.A. Leeming, Mythology: The Voyage of the Hero (New York: J.B. Lippincott, 
1973) 6. 
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by ignoring myth which is turned into mere fairy tales for children?9 But these 
stories are not mere entertainment because their main purpose is the affirmation 
of basic values. Mythic consciousness is first and foremost moral consciousness, 
and this morality appears to be what "Spotted Dog Running Along the 
Seashore" is all about. It is a natural kind of morality based on tradition, and it 
is epitomized by the sacrifice of the three men in the kayak in the Okhotsk Sea. 
As V. Turbin points out, ..... a heroic feat is not even a feat for them; what 
mesmerizes us is how natural and spontaneous their feat is .... ,,30 The fact that 

Turbin feels "mesmerized" by this absence of heroic self-consciousness is a good 
indicator of the distance that separates our modem age from the traditionalist 
spiritual world in Aitmatov's tale. The modem hero chooses to be a hero, and 
his or her noJ8u2 (heroic feat) is perceived as an instance of extraordinary moral 

strength. Aitmatov's characters are heroic only from our distanced point of view 
because their moral strength is not extraordinary in their own ideological 
context. To quote J. Mazur, "in the final analysis the three men's choice is not a 
choice at all, for it is their only way to live as men in their understanding of the 
world.,,31 

However, how does this praise of traditionalist morality, this positive look 
at humanity's spiritualistic past fit in with the Soviet "dialectical," future
oriented and materialist agenda? After all, Aitmatov was part of the Soviet 
literary establishment, and this tale was viewed by some as being consistent 
with socialist realism. Certain critics in the Soviet Union and abroad saw no 

contradiction between Aitmatov's tale and Soviet ideology. For example, V. 
Novikov argued that the mythological dimensions "Spotted Dog Running Along 
the Seashore" indicate the new possibilities of socialist artn Similarly, in ·an 
editorial published in Znamia a year after the appearance of this tale, Aitmatov's 
work as a whole was presented as unambiguously socialist realist.33 V. 
Varanoy, writing in the same year, also saw clearly socialist affirmation in all 
of Aitmatov's writing.34 There are several ways of reconciling this tale with 
Soviet ideology. To begin with, the ethic of self-sacrifice is fundamental to the 
Soviet system. Viewed in this light, the actions of the three men in the Okhotsk 
Sea can be perceived as exemplary. It is in this classical socialist realist context 
that R. Porter placed "Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore" which he 

29 Cf. Schneidman, 1970s 42. 
30 Turbin 252. The translation is mine-V. T. 
31 Mozur 437. 
32 Novikov 261. 
33 "Sluzhenie narodu," Znamia 12 (1978): 230. 
34 V. Voronov, "Gorizonty Chingiza Aitmatova," Moskva 12 (1978): 210. 
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classified as Aitmatov's "successful attempt to combine a Socialist Realist 
message with flesh-and-blood characters and fantasy. If anything, the story veers 
back towards his earlier, more orthodox works in its portrayal of human courage 
and 'correct' moral choices.,,35 

Some Soviet critics attempted to "Spotted Dog Running Along the 
Seashore" fit into the Soviet ideological mould by stressing what the tale does 
not do. E. Sidorov, for example, sought to distance Aitmatov's message from 
something that the Soviet system rejected and associated with Western thought: 
existentialism. He argued that even though the characters are isolated in remote 
areas, "the author does not deal with solitude in the existentialist sense; on the 
contrary, he stresses a steadfast sense of life and human solidarity that wins no 
matter what.,,36 The same approach was used by V. Novikov who went even 
further in his anti-existentialist assessment of Aitmatov's tale. He contended that 
the characters' active fight for survival distinguishes them from existentialist 
thinking which views humans as powerless toys of the cosmos. Novikov atlrl 
that the way Aitmatov's characters care for each other makes them very different 
from existentialist characters. 37 However, this anti-existentialist reading of 
"Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore" indicates the difficulty of 
reconciling the tale with Soviet ideology. Novikov's and Sidorov's affirmation 
by negation is an awkward rhetorical strategy that simply directs attention away 
from the question of the tale's place in the Soviet literary system. 

Other Soviet critics did not integrate "Spotted Dog Running Along the 
Seashore" into the socialist realist ethic. V. Turbin, interpreted the main 
message of the tale in a way that appeared to contradict the progressivist nucleus 
of Soviet ideology. He saw in "Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore" the 
idea that being entirely future-oriented does not necessarily answer all the 
questions. i.e., the past also offers some answers. V. Levchenko, concentrated on 
the universality of Aitmatov's message and made no attempt at all to relate 
"Spotted Dog Running Along the Seashore" to a specifically Soviet ideological 
context.38 Responding to Levchenko's universalist interpretation, M. Auezov 
refused to reconcile the tale with Soviet orthodoxy. In his review of Aitmatov's 
tale Auezov rejected mythology as a repository of answers to eternal questions: 
"Myth, with its claim to provide an all-embracing explanation of all levels of 
being, contradicts the dialectic cognitive path which in art is accessible only to 

35 Porter 71. 
36 E. Sidorov, "On Chingiz Aitmatov and his Characters," Soviet Literature 11 
(1988): 128. 
37 Novikov 262. 
38 Levchenko 4. 
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realism .... ,,39 A more direct condemnation of myth and allegory in "Spotted Dog 
Running Along the Seashore" came from the pen of A. Kondratovich. In a 
review ironically entitled ''The Muse in a Fog" he castigated Aitmatov for the 
latter's concentration on irrelevant spirituality and said that the only readable 
parts of the tale are the adventures of the characters. He contended that this tale 
constitutes a refusal to face contemporary reality and relies on the wrong means 
for addressing eternal questions of humanity.4o But given the ritualistic aad 
mythologizing nature of the Soviet system, it is ironic, although quite 
understandable, that Auezov and Kondratovich object to the mythological basis 
of Aitmatov's tale. All this hopefully indicates that "Spotted Dog Running 
Along the Seashore" does not harmonize smoothly with its sociopolitical 
context. Arguments can be made in either direction, but no clear-cut 
classification of the tale emerges. 

This ambivalence is consistent with Aitmatov's general position in the 
Soviet literary system. Officially, he was viewed as a pillar of socialist realism 
and appeared to espouse its main tenets. This explains the desire of some Soviet 
critics to make all his work fit into the "correct" ideological mould. At the same 
time Aitmatov often went beyond the ideological limits of socialist realism, 
dealing with unorthodox and controversial issues. The question of faith, 
spirituality and religion is probably the most problematic of all when it comes 
to "pegging" Aitmatov. As 1. Riordan argues, "Aitmatov shows in his stories 
that only people who have faith in something (not necessarily communism), 
who truly love someone or something, who can see beyond themselves, are 
capable of distinguishing real from false values, good from evil.,,4] I would 
suggest that the author's ideological instability has to do with the nature of 
Soviet ideology which was itself very unstable. Neither socialist realism, nor 
Soviet political dogma was based on clear an<:l constant definitions. The Soviet 

39 M. Auezov, "Ostaetsia podlinnaia zhizn'," Literatumaia gauta, 4 July 1978: 4. 
The translation is mine-V. T. 
40 A. Kondratovich, "Muza v tumane," Literaturnaia gazeta, 12 April 1978: 4. 
Compare the denigration of mythology and its relevance by these typical represent
atives of Soviet ideology with the views of a western scholar, I. Strenski: "Myths no 
longer satisfy human biological needs: they fulfill human existential needs for 
'cosmic' orientation. A myth speaks for the 'whole man.' It allows us to discover our 
ontological place in the universe and to see ourselves and our existence within some 
all-embracing vision of reality. Myth offers us our bearings in more than just the 
geographical sense: it reveals to us a message of cosmic significance which touches 
us at the roots of our deepest sense of contingency" (Strenski 74; my italics-V.T.). 
41 J. Riordan, "Introduction," in Chigiz Aitmatov: Mother Earth and Other Stories 
11. 
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edifice was built largely of empty words. However, behind these words some 
authors managed to hold on to certain age-old moral values. And it is these 
values that do seem constant in Aitmatov's writing. Even if "Spotted Dog 
Running Along the Seashore" was created in the Soviet literary context, the tale 
undoubtedly reaches out beyond this context as a testament to its creator's 
talent'2 

RESUME 

Cet article analyse une nouvelle de Tchinguiz A[tmatov du point de vue de deux 
theories mythologiques. A partir de la theorie de l'etemel retour de M. Eliade, 
I'auteur considere les deux mythes qui constituent Ie fondement ideologique et 
moral de la nouvelle: la cosmogonie et I' anthropogonie du peuple dit traditionnel 
qui est presente par Altmatov. Ensuite I' experience du heros de la nouvelle est 
liee ilia theorie du monomythe de J. Campbell. L'article se termine par une 
discussion de la reception de la nouvelle par la presse sovietique. L'auteur essaie 
d'expliquer comment un ecrivain tel que Altmatov a pu produire une telle 
nouvelle par rapport au realisme socialiste et les exigences du systeme litteraire 
sovietique. 

42 It should be mentioned, however, that in recent analyses of Aitmatov's prose in 
the post-Soviet era, Russian critics have taken into account mythological sources of 
his writing and abandoned the line of reasoning typical of Soviet stereotypes. It will 
be increasingly difficult for Western scholars to ignore these studies in the future 
without falling into the danger of repeating some of their findings. 


